Chk1- and claspin-dependent but ATR/ATM- and Rad17-independent DNA replication checkpoint response in HeLa cells.
When DNA synthesis is inhibited, DNA replication checkpoint is activated to prevent mitosis entry without fully replicated DNA. In Xenopus, caffeine-sensitive kinases [ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) and ATM-related protein (ATR)] are essential in this checkpoint response, but in mammal cells an ATR/ATM-independent checkpoint response to DNA synthesis inhibition exists. Using HeLa cells, which have a caffeine-insensitive checkpoint response, we have analyzed here which molecules known to be involved in the DNA replication checkpoint participate in the caffeine-insensitive response. When DNA synthesis was inhibited in the presence of UCN01 or after knocking down Chk1 expression [Chk1 small interfering RNA (siRNA)], HeLa cells entered into aberrant mitosis. Consequently, Chk1 is essential for both the ATR/ATM-dependent and ATR/ATM-independent checkpoint response in HeLa cells. Neither wortmannin, Ly294002, nor SB202190 abrogated the caffeine-insensitive checkpoint response, indicating that DNA-PK and p38 alpha,beta are not involved in the ATR/ATM-independent Chk1 activation upon DNA synthesis inhibition. Using siRNA to knock down Rad17 and claspin, two molecules involved in sensing stalled replication forks, we also showed that claspin but not Rad17 is essential for the ATR/ATM-independent checkpoint response. Inhibition of DNA synthesis in HeLa cells led to a decrease in cyclin B1 protein accumulation that was abrogated when UCN01 was added or when claspin was knocked down. We conclude that upon DNA synthesis inhibition, Chk1 can be activated in a claspin-dependent manner independently of ATR and ATM, leading to cyclin B1 down-regulation and providing the cells of an additional mechanism to inhibit mitosis entry.